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Christendom. And, although it is not my purpose here to advocate,
as a partisan, the claims of these scientific bodies, it cannot be denied
that some of the results arrived at by them have been verified in Europe
and A-merica, and the tendency of the present age appears to be to
accept them as scientific facts and to accept with them the theories
by which, they are explicable.
It is undisputed that Psychology in Europe is still in its infancy.
As stated by a European writer, Europe <c has been sleeping for ages
underthesoporificinflu.en.ce of a spurious theology." Only since half
a century has the fact begun to dawn on the European mind that man.
is already endowed with a complete intellectual and moral equipment
and. divine potentialities ; and that he possesses powers kindred with
Divine Omnipotence, Omniscience, Omnipresence, and Universal
Love.
European Science seems only now to be on the way to acknowledge
that there is one Divine Centre—sometimes called the Spiritual Sun—
from which are projected radiating lines of spiritual light or energy,
which permeate all space, which is called ether; that these projec-
tions or rays are endowed with all th.e attributes, possibilities and
potencies of the Pure Spirit; that space (ether) is accordingly one
endless world of consciousness,—cosmic consciousness, as it is termed
by Dr. Buck ; that the Universe is only one continuous motion, due
to the vibrations or radiations from th.e Divine Centre, and that what
is called matter is simply the Divine Energy, " reduced to a low degree
of vibration" and thus rendered visible as diverse objects which
constitute th.e universe^
Then, as to mind, it seems to be acknowledged as a scientific fact
that the manifestations of the human mind are in the shape of what
are called thought-waves or thought-forms—which, are kindred in their
character witli those which proceed from the Divine Centre, and which
it is in the power of man to make his own, if he chooses ; that in every
step he may take in the course of his development—moral and spiri-
tual—he comes more and more into tune with th.e Infinite and acquires
powers of a far-reaching character.
1 As to how these modern discoveries  philosophy, see ViveksLnanda's c BaJa
of science are confirmatory of the ancient Yoga,' pp. 35-36—ED.
Indian teachings of SdnJchya, and Yoga

